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INTRODUCTION 

The vision behind creating the Ka’Way Monti School for Sustainability (KMSS) embodies the overall 

vision of Ka’Way Monti (KM) itself.  KM envisions a network of thriving, spiritually conscious com-

munities that embody ecologically and socially harmonious ways of life.  KMSS, and its permaculture 

and natural construction curriculum, play a vital role in creating the space to study and practice the 

means by which we can actually manifest this vision. 

Permaculture draws upon modern science and indigenous knowledge in studying the patterns found in 

nature and applying them to agricultural practices and relationships within communities.  Guided by 

core ethics it employs various design principles and methods to work holistically with material and en-

ergy flows towards creating self-sustaining living spaces.   

Natural building is key for humans to be able to live in an affordable, sustainable and responsible way. 

Teaching natural construction helps to re-awaken people's connection to their environment, and to re-

awaken their inherent ability to build their own homes, as it is something that mankind has done since 

the beginning of time. Reviving this knowledge empowers people with the freedom to know their own 

ability to be self-sufficient; something very much lost in our culture today. 

Founded by Chris Dyson in November 2012, under his direction, with the assistance of volunteers and 

guest teachers, the school quickly became known with enthusiasm to be a fixture amongst the locals in 

Llupa.  The courses have been held at The Hof Hostel in the municipality of Llupa within the district of 

Independencia, near the city of Huaraz on the western slopes of the Cordillera Blancas of the Peruvian 

Andes.  Given that Ka’Way Monti has been conceived by immigrants who came to Peru looking for 

new ways of living, one of the key principles has been a harmonious integration into what already ex-

ists in the region. 

 

QUECHUA SPONSORSHIP COURSE MODEL 

From the very beginning, one of the unique aspects of the courses we offer is the integration of local 

Quechua people from Llupa with international students. On every course held here, whether it be per-

maculture or natural construction, we sponsor people from the local villages to attend, offering the 

course free of cost to the Quechua with meals included. There are several reasons for this integration 

despite the difficulties it poses in both language and levels of understanding. 

The primary reason is integration.  There is a notable separation between the local Quechua people and 

the international community who have come to either stay or play in the Cordillera Blancas.  Through 

holding classes mixed with locals and internationals, not only do we teach principles practical to both 

parties, but we provide a space for the two groups to work together as equals and come to understand a 

bit of one another.  Thus far, every class has begun with locals on one side and internationals on the 

other, by the last day they are mingled and laughing together. 

Outside of this intermingling social experiment, the practicalities of the class itself hold a lot of value to 

all the students involved.  For the internationals, many come interested in learning a way to rise above 

the unsustainable practices inherent to their respective excessively industrialized cultures.  They seem 
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to find that not only do they learn from the teachings of the instructor, but just through getting to know 

the Quechua farmers they glean many of the local practices as well, both in farming/building and social 

interaction.  For the locals, the information is especially interesting because most of the locals farm and 

build their own houses, and many of the permaculture principles and forms of natural construction are 

the same techniques used by their ancestors; techniques which are in the process of being lost by the 

current generations. 

As well as following this Quechua sponsorship model for the courses, a percentage of the course fee 

goes towards the construction of sustainable technologies (e.g. rocket mass heaters, solar water heaters, 

cob ovens) in the homes of local villagers. 

 

2013 

CLASSES HELD IN 2013 

 

10-DAY PERMACULTURE DESIGN COURSE (PDC) 

The curriculums of PDC courses are similarly uniform around the world. Topics include design princi-

ples, how to read contours in the land, various methods for water retention, soil cultivation, agroforest-

ry, and working in different climates and ecosystems on scales from the home garden to broad land-

scapes.  One of the main disciplines is the study of patterns in nature, understanding their significance, 

and finding ways to replicate them where appropriate.  This is a four dimensional study, as it includes 

patterns in time and social interaction applicable mainly on the level of designing social structure. 

In addition to this standard curriculum, we’ve also added components where some of the local students 

have shared their knowledge.  Examples of this have included learning about edible and medicinal 

plants in the area, traditional Andean meals and cooking methods such as cheese-making. 

In February of 2013, we held a 10 day PDC taught by Helder Valente (as in December 2012).  This fol-

lowed, once more, the standard PDC model.  With several repeat local students, we also added a por-

tion on making adobe bricks and focused more heavily on the social design aspect of permaculture.  

KMSS certified 7 new students and awarded 4 locals their second PDC. 

 

6 DAY INTRODUCTION TO PERMACULTURE 

From the 4-9th January 2013, KMSS held our first and only, to date, Introduction to Permaculture 

Class taught by Dror Noy, from Israel. The Intro course was uncertified because it did not fulfill the 

standard 72 hours of class time required of a globally recognized PDC certification.  The curriculum, 

however, was still dense with the same concepts and principles found in our PDC courses, but with less 

coverage. Complementing the core curriculum, two students from the first PDC, Anna Yim and Sher-

Doc, were guest teachers in this course teaching a small component on how to make one’s own yogurt, 

cheese, and bread, as well as a lecture on companion planting.  A third guest teacher, Jonathan Baxter, 

taught a practical on terracing and its benefits.  For this course we bestowed Introduction certifications 

to 9 students from North and South America as well as Australia.  Five of these students were from 

Llupa. 
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BIRTH OF NATURAL CONSTRUCTION COURSES 

In our search for a resident permaculture expert and teacher, we were put into contact with Whitey 

Flagg. With Whitey's experience in permaculture, but real expertise and passion for natural construc-

tion, we decided to expand the scope of the sustainability courses that we offer. Building in harmony 

with the environment is key for humans to be able to live in a sustainable and responsible way, and is a 

key aspect of permaculture. The destructive industrial construction techniques of modern society cause 

a large amount of global pollution and health problems. But there is an easy solution: Natural building. 

Thus, since Whitey's arrival in late August 2013, we now offer both permaculture and natural building 

courses.  

 

To give an idea of the global scale of natural building; One third of the planets population live in mud 

houses, and over half of the UNESCO World Heritage List consists of mud houses. It must also be 

mentioned that naturally-built homes can be very durable. In Shibam, South Yemen, for example, there 

are 500 skyscrapers made out of mud that are 9-10 storeys high, built in the 16
th

 to 17
th

 centuries. Plus, 

in Egypt there are adobe vaults from a temple built over 3200 years ago.  

Mud homes also have health benefits. Living in a balanced environment is better for your immune sys-

tem; mud absorbs and de-absorbs moisture so it balances the humidity inside of the house. Humidity 

thus remains constant almost year round, fluctuating very little. What's more, clay (a main component 

in mud walls) is believed to purify air, absorb toxins and pollution. 

Moreover, the ecological benefits of naturally built homes are extensive. Whereas cement has a huge 

embodied energy and ecological footprint, the only energy required to build with mud is to dig it up, 

which is best done manually. Cement dries through a chemical reaction, releasing many harmful chem-

icals into the environment, whereas mud dries naturally with time. Furthermore, there is no rubble with 

natural construction, because all materials can be re-used, or turned into dirt again. 

 

3-DAY COB OVEN WORKSHOP 

To begin with an introduction to natural building techniques, we held a 3-day 'Cob Oven Workshop' 

from the 6
th

-8
th

 September 2013. Class was held through 8am to 4pm every day, with 7 international 

students and 7 Quechua students; following the Quechua sponsorship model from past courses.  

Cob is a natural construction technique, using a mixture of clay, sand, dirt, straw and water. Building 

with cob is stronger than more traditional adobe brick techniques, because rather than having many-

sided bricks with many surfaces causing weakness, layers of cob are all woven together to form walls 

that united in one form, and much stronger in seismic areas.  

This course served as a good introduction to natural construction, because it covered the following: 

Foundations; Stem-wall building; Making a cob mix; How to build with cob; Uses of glass waste for 

insulation; Benefits of cob over other natural building techniques. 

The course was a great success, and the locals especially enjoyed it when we explained that one could 

use the same techniques learned during this course to construct an entire house out of cob. And the end 

result is a cob oven that we can cook baked goods in, also forming a social centre for pizza parties etc, 
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improving social cohesion and integration with the local community. 

It was good for us to start small. We had to spend a while working out what materials we had on our 

land, and what we had to source locally. We do not have sources of either clay or sand on our land, but 

we do (obviously) have soil. Eventually we found that our neighbour has a clay pit that we can buy clay 

from, but sand we had to order from a source in Huaraz. This added extra costs to the course that we 

had not anticipated – buying all the raw materials, and buying enough tools to be able to complete the 

course (such as tarpolines to make the mixes on, buckets, wheelbarrows, etc). 

 

12-DAY NATURAL CONSTRUCTION COURSE 

From the 2
nd

- 13
th

 December 2013, we held our first 12-day Natural Construction Course, with 4 Inter-

national students and 4 local Quechua students. Class went from 7.30am until 4pm every day, with 

Sunday as a day off to allow students to take a break for hiking etc, and also to respect the local sched-

ule of not working on Sundays. 

This course was extremely in-depth, and covered everything you need to know to build your own eco-

logically sound house from scratch, out of natural materials: Foundations; Stem-walls; Cobbing tech-

nique and how to make a mix; Material sourcing; Introduction to electricity and plumbing; Flooring; 

Windows and doors; Interior shelving and enclaves; Roofing techniques; Efficient interior heating 

(Rocket Mass Heaters); Making natural paint out of clay. 

We had various guest teachers who taught sections according to their expertise. Tomas and Emiliano, 

from Llupa, taught a morning on how to make strong foundations and stem-walls. Justin, a volunteer, 

gave an introduction to electricity and plumbing, and explained various sustainable technologies such 

as solar- and compost- water heating. 

The idea of this course was to offer a much more complete set of information than other cob construc-

tion courses around the world. We had three buildings at different stages of completion, so that the stu-

dents could really experience working at each phase. Each student had hands-on time laying rocks in 

the foundation and stem-wall, etc. In other courses experienced by Whitey and Chris, the students make 

one building from scratch; but really spend most their time building the walls higher with cob. In these 

courses, details such as roofing, flooring, foundations, heating, plumbing, and electricity are glazed 

over.  

To prepare for the course, to get all the buildings to the ideal phases of completion, and to have all the 

materials needed on site etc, proved to be an extremely challenging feat. We learned the valuable les-

son to scale-down the next courses that we offer, so as to not bite off more than we can chew. 
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OTHER PROJECTS 

NATURAL BUILDING APPRENTICESHIPS 

As well as offering courses, we now offer 1-3 month long apprenticeships in Natural Building. This an 

intensive program to really get your hands dirty with many natural building techniques such as cob, 

adobe, superadobe, rocket mass heaters, earthen ovens, and more. Apprentices will also be working on 

projects such as renewable energy, hydro & solar primarily, but always looking for new ways to adapt 

and broaden our horizons. 

As we run multiple workshops, apprentices will be given the chance to assist in teaching. Our intention 

is to turn out more instructors of natural building to go back out into the world and show others how to 

live more holistically. Apprentices will also be working quite a bit with the local Quechua people of the 

Andes as we are showing them new ways to build with the materials they are already familiar with, and 

we are learning from them many of the older techniques they’ve had handed down in their culture over 

the centuries. 

 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

We started up our volunteer program again in 2013, accepting volunteers to help us out with the wide 

array of projects we have going on, including some of the following: 

 Cob construction (digging foundations, foundation rock wall laying, cobbing etc) 

 Rocket mass heater making (to provide heating for our current buildings) 

 Greenhouse construction 

 Making raised beds 

 General gardening, looking after plants/planting/harvesting (depending on season) 

 General upkeep – composting, etc 

We ask volunteers to work a minimum of 24 hours a week, and pay S/.20 a day to cover their food and 

housekeeping costs. 

 

OUTDOOR KITCHEN AND SOCIAL AREA 

In September we began to build an outdoor kitchen area behind the living room. It is a covered space, 

especially useful during the rainy months. It will feature a cob oven surrounded by heated benches, 

counters and a sink for food preparation, and a small fire pit for evening entertainment. We are plan-

ning on holding pizza and baking parties with the locals when the space is completed. Extending our 

social space into the outdoors will play many social roles and increase social cohesion in the communi-

ty. 
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FOOD SUSTAINABILITY AND GREENHOUSES 

Despite the harsh climate and high altitude that we live in, we have finally started to eat regularly from 

our own garden. Crops harvested include fava beans, peas, herbs, lettuces and edible leaves, beets, rad-

ishes, and onions. Other plants, such as chocho, carrots, garlic, aguaymanto, and amaranth are still 

growing, to be harvested later in the season.  

The climate is inhospitable to many species that are more fragile: Tomatoes, squashes, cucumbers, and 

fruits will not grow without protection from frost. With this in mind, we have started to build in-ground 

greenhouses to increase the range of food that we can produce. The in-ground design has various bene-

fits. The greenhouse should be warmer, as the earth around it contains thermal mass. Plus, less materi-

als are required to construct it, as the hoop-structure is half as tall as a ground-level greenhouse. This 

also means that, rather than having to bend down to floor-level, the beds are at a convenient arm-level 

height for harvesting, weeding, etc. Furthermore, by digging in-ground greenhouses, we are fulfilling 

two functions at the same time: we provide the earth needed for the natural construction projects, while 

creating useful protected growing spaces for plants. 

 

ROCKET MASS HEATERS 

To warm up our indoor spaces in the cold wet season, we began construction of Rocket Mass Heaters, 

which eventually will be in all of the buildings. A Rocket Mass Heater is a highly efficient wood-

burning stove, built of mostly local and recycled materials, which requires a fraction of the wood than a 

conventional stove.  

Most regular wood stoves burn inefficiently, releasing lots of smoke, particles and hot unburned gases 

into the outdoors. However Rocket Mass Heaters, when built correctly, have such complete combustion 

that the air leaves the chimney clean and un-smokey, and most heat is contained within the house, so 

the air also leaves cold. Instead of wasting the heat by discharging hot gas into the outdoors, it is fed 

through a cob and rock bench so that the gas temperature is greatly reduced by the time it leaves the 

building; and, not only do you have a fire/stove, you also have a heated bench, increasing indoor com-

fort. 

With this technique, combustion is more complete, less firewood is needed, and thus pollution and car-

bon dioxide gases are reduced too. Rocket Mass Heaters turn almost all the wood into heat, and can 

store almost all of the heat generated for optimal comfort. 

 

2014 

As a school, we are constantly expanding and growing and adapting our curriculum. This year we will 

be updating the sustainable technologies taught here at KMSS to include; super adobe, solar gas, and 

solar hot water. We will also be expanding out of Huaraz, taking apprentices and students from KMSS 

to learn and teach at a project in Cuzco. 

So far this year, we have had a good start in the following projects: 
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3-DAY ROCKET MASS HEATER WORKSHOP (11
th

-13
th 

February) 

This is the second Rocket Mass Heater built at KMSS. Having made a successful first prototype, this 

one was built in the living/dining room, to heat up the social area and make it more comfortable. For 

this second Rocket Mass Heater, we used bricks to make the chimney flu, as it is a more cost-effective 

option than having a metal chimney made in Huaraz. The course was a great success, with 4 students 

taking part, and our apprentice Tobias teaching parts of the workshop. In just a few days we were able 

to get the main structure up and fired, and it works great. The stonework on the exterior really adds a 

nice touch. During the cold season it is really cold, so after 2 years of the frigid temperatures we are all 

very excited to have this up and running. 

 

VOLUNTEERS 

The year has begun well with the volunteer program kicking off; with a large increase in volunteers 

coming to help out with our sustainability projects. With extra hands and man-hours, we have made 

good progress with the projects underway. 

 

APPRENTICESHIPS 

The apprenticeship program continues, with two apprentices, Andrew and Karen, in January, one ap-

prentice, Tobias, in February, and future apprentices booked up for months. They have been working 

on Rocket Mass Heaters, the cob oven and heated benches, timber frame roofing, foundation and drain-

age work on houses, stem walls, adobe, and cob techniques.  

 

COB OVEN 

We have been successfully baking our own pizza and cookies in the completed cob oven. Usually the 

industrial material Perlite is used as insulation, because it is an extremely efficient insulator. As we 

were unable to find Perlite in Peru, the solution we came up with was a simple natural insulation mix of 

sawdust and clay. The oven maintains cooking temperatures (between 150
o
-260

o
C or 300

o
-500

o
F) for 7 

hours, which implies that the insulation layer functions well. 

 

FUTURE WORKSHOPS AND COURSES: 

 

4-DAY INTRODUCTION TO NATURAL BUILDING COURSE (25
th

-28
th 

February).  

This intensive course will teach multiple types of natural building techniques such as cob and adobe, 

and will cover aspects such as design, drainage, foundation work, etc. It will be similar to the first 12-

day Natural Building Course held in December 2013, except this time shorter and more concise. 

9-DAY SUPERADOBE WORKSHOP (25
th 

March - 2
nd 

April).  

We will be building a 10 foot dome that will serve as housing in our new village.  

Superadobe is a dome building technique which utilizes tubular, woven polypropylene bags and barbed 
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wire. It was popularized by architect Nader Khalili at the Cal-Earth institute in Hesperia, California. 

The buildings were tested by California’s stringent earthquake standards and it was noted that the 

equipment began to break down before the buildings moved a fraction of an inch. 

 

HOME-STAY PROGRAM 

In April 2014 our home-stay program will kick into action, with our first home-stayer arriving to stay 

in a local home in Llupa and work on their hosts’ land. 

In our Home-stay program, travelers are invited to live in the homes of local Quechua families, not on-

ly as a residential guest of your host family, but also an active and contributing member to the commu-

nity. 

Our aim is to invite skilled, motivated individuals to help sculpt and give rise to a number of our bur-

geoning projects in the village, while cultivating an understanding between the different cultures that so 

often come in contact with each other in this region.  This arrangement is designed to eliminate the of-

ten separating fascination with one another’s way of life and create the opportunity to hold genuine 

friendships and understanding of how each of us live. We believe that creating a living and working 

bond, even for only a few weeks or months, can do wonders in exposing the joys and sorrows of both 

cultures fostering a greater global perspective for everyone involved. 

Home-stayers will a direct hand in contributing to various projects that we currently have going on. 

Mainly they will be working on project participants' homes in Llupa, implementing permaculture prin-

ciples to improve fertility of the land for food production. At Emilio's home in Llupa, firstly swales will 

be dug, and then a tree nursery will be planted. The next project is to dig more swales in local pasture 

land to start improving water content of the land especially during the dry season, then to collaborate 

with other local organisations to begin another tree-planting project.  

Throughout our first two years, volunteers and work-trade participants have been key ingredients to 

keeping our thinking and philosophies fresh and many times we have gained valued permanent com-

munity members through those programs–many of whom now head up projects of their own design to 

experiment with bringing all of us into a more sustainable way of living.  We hope to see the same in 

this home-stay program. 

In order to fund this program we are asking for participants to pay S/.1,500 for one month of stay with 

a host family.  Half of this money goes directly to the host family to cover food and renovation costs to 

their home for being able to host guests.  Another quarter goes to our administrative and web staff for 

organizing all of this, and the last quarter goes towards materials needed to complete the projects un-

derway. 
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A CLOSING THOUGHT 

Here at Ka’Way Monti, we are grateful for the opportunity to work with locals and internationals in 

nurturing the consciousness, ethics, knowledge and practices needed to help create thriving communi-

ties here and abroad. 

 

 


